Employment opportunity for graduating math students in Estonia

Mathleaks is an edtech company that produces pedagogical solutions to exercises in math books for high school students. During the last 2 years we are also working with our own digital training material in math with digital theory, exercises and tests for Swedish high schools.

As of this summer we are starting to prepare for our international expansion initially to English speaking countries and likely the United States. For this reason, we are looking for 2 to 4 full-time employees situated in Estonia that will work alongside our math content development team in Stockholm from July 1. As a content developer your will primarily be writing solutions to exercises in US math books.

We are looking for people with the following qualifications:

- A deep understanding of math (university level studies).
- Fluency in English
- Very good writing skills
- Computer skills
- Teaching experience in math is preferable but not necessary.

If this sound interesting, send your CV and personal letter to henrik@mathleaks.se